
Practice Quiz         Physical Science 111 

Glaciers and Deserts 

Multiple Choice:  Choose the best answer to each question. There is only one correct answer. 

1. A narrow ridge between glacial valleys is a/an 

a. bergshrund  b. cirque   c. horn   d. arête 

 

2. Which of the following statements is not correct 

a. the top of a glacier is brittle ice and snow  c. glaciers show evidence of past or present flow 

b.  glaciers exist only in the Northern Hemisphere d. glaciers originate on land 

 

3. Groves and scratches made by a glacier are: 

a. rock flour  b. glacial striations c. glacial polish  d. plucking 

 

4. A small lake that forms in a cirque after an alpine glacier melts is called a(n): 

a. tarn   b. kettle lake  c. playa   d. oxbow lake 

 

5. A boulder that differs from the bedrock in the immediate vicinity indicates: 

a. glaciers once covered the land  c .the area was once a desert 

b. mountains have been buried in the area d. none of these 

 

6. A unique property of till is that it is: 

a. very fine   b. white   c. unsorted  d. coarse 

 

7. Desert streams that carry water only in response to specific episodes of rainfall are said to be: 

a. episodic   b. youthful  c. ephemeral  d. occasional 

 

8. Desert pavement is produced by the action of: 

a. wind   b. ice   c. water   d. glaciers 

 

9. Which of the following is NOT associated with deserts? 

a. inselberg  b. alluvial fan  c. arroyo   d. cirque  

 

10. The formation of a dune of a certain type depends on: 

a. wind directin  b. vegetation  c. sand quantity  d. all of these 

True/False 

__________1. The most important agent of erosion in the desert is wind. 

__________2. An older desert is more likely to have mountains in it.. 

__________3. The snow on top of glacial ice is brittle and often cracks.. 

__________4. Pressure near the base of a glacier causes it to flow and slip. 

__________5. A moraine is a depositional landform.. 

Completion 

1. _____________ is an area that is semi-arid. 

2. ______________are deposits of glacial till that indicate the movement of the glacier. 

3. When pieces of glaciers break off and fall into the ocean they are called _________________  

4. _____________ are large mounds of sand. 

5. The two main classifications of glacier types are _____________ and ___________________. 

 



Answers 

Multiple Choice 

1. d      2.  b     3. b      4. a 5. a 6. c. 7. c 8. a 9. d 10. d 

 

True/False 

1. F 2. F 3. T 4. T 5. T 

Completion 

1. steppe 

2. moraines 

3. ice bergs 

4. dunes 

5. alpine and continental  

  


